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INVERSE CLUSTER SETS

T. R. HAMLETT AND PAUL E. LONG

ABSTRACT.     For a function f: X   - Y,  the cluster set of / at  x  e X

is the set of all y  e Y  such that there exists a filter  'j   on  X converging

to x and the filter generated by f('i) converges to y.   The inverse cluster

set of / at y  eY   is the set of all  x € X   such that y   belongs to the cluster

set of / at   X.    General properties of inverse cluster sets are proved, in-

cluding a necessary and sufficient condition for continuity.   Necessary and

sufficient conditions for functions to have a closed graph in terms of in-

verse cluster sets are also given.   Finally, a known theorem giving a con-

dition as to when a connected function is also a connectivity function    is

generalized and further investigated in terms of inverse cluster sets.

1. Introductioria   The idea of defining an inverse cluster set arises from

the concept of a cluster set as found in [7] and [4] as well as elsewhere.

The cluster set of a function  /: X —> Y  at x e X is the set of all y 6 V  such

that there exists a filter J   on  X  converging to x  and the filter generated

by fiJ) converges to y.   We define the inverse cluster set of / at  y e Y to

be the set of all  x e X  such that y  belongs to the cluster set of / at  x.

After discussing some general properties of inverse cluster sets, their rela-

tionship to functions with closed graphs as well as connectedness is investi-

gated.

Throughout, we use Jlix) to denote the neighborhood system at the point

x.   If /: X —* y  is a function and   A  is a filter on X, the filterbase fi.f)

generates a filter which we also denote by fiA).   The graph of a function  /:

X —> Y  is denoted by  Gif) = \ix, fix)): x e X\.    For the set A,  C1(A) denotes

the closure of A.

2. Basic properties of inverse clusler sets.

2.1. Definition [4],   Let f: X —>  Y  he any function.   Then yeY  is an

element of the cluster set of f at x, denoted by  (?(/; x),  if there exists a

filter J  on  X  such that A converges to x and /(J") converges to y.

2.2. Definition. Let /: X —> y be any function. The inverse cluster

set of f at y eY, denoted by C~ (f; y), is the set of all x e X such that

y e Cif; x).

2.3. Theorem.    Let f: X     ' Y  be a function.   Then the following are

equivalent:
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(1) x ee-Hf;y).
(2) x eOlClirAv): V e7liy)\.

(3) TAe filterbase f   0Z(y)) accumulates to x.

(A) y e fllcK/U/)): U eJlbc)\.
(5) fCfl(x)) accumulates to y.

(6) There exists a net x   —> x such that f(x  ) —, y.

Proof.   Theorem 2.2 of [4] states that y £ C (/; x) if and only if f~1(Jl(y))

accumulates at   x   it and only it y £ C\\Cl(f(U)): U £ JKat)].    The conditions

of the theorem then follow in a straightforward manner.

2.4. Corollary.   For f: X —» Y,   the set C~   (f; y) is closed for every

y £Y.

2.5. Corollary.   If f: X —> Y is a given function, then Cl(f~  (y)) C

C      (/; y) for every  y £ Y.

Proof.   Condition (2) of Theorem 2.3.

2.6. Theorem.     Let  X be  compact and  f: X  —> Y a function such that

ClifiX)) = Y.    Then  C-1(/; y) + 0   for every y £ Y.

Proof.    For each y £ Y, f~   in iy)) is a filterbase on the compact  X,

hence must have an accumulation point.

Evidently, the set  C~  (f; y) need not be connected even for continuous

functions.   In our efforts to find a condition under which  C-   (/; y) is con-

nected, we use the following definition:

2.7. Definition.   The function /: X —, Y  is inverse connected if /""   (C)

is connected for every connected  C C Y.

A sufficient condition for f: X —> Y to be inverse connected, for example,

is that / be closed and monotone [6, Theorem 2],

2.8. Theorem.   Let f: X —» V  be inverse connected,  Cl(/(X))= Y,   X

compact Hausdorff and Y  locally connected.    Then  C~   (f; y) is a nonempty

continuum for every y £ Y.

Proof.   By Theorem 2.6,  C~  (/; y) ^ 0.   Now let My) be a neighborhood

base of connected sets at y.   It then follows from Theorem 2.3(2) that

ef-1(/;y)= flScKrHv)): V eK(y)|.   Since \Cl(rHv)):    V eK(y)\ is a col-

lection of continua directed by inclusion, their intersection is a continuum

[8, Theorem 28.2].

2.9. Theorem.   Let f: X —> Y  be any function where  Y  is compact

Hausdorff.    Then f is continuous at x. e X  if and only if x. £ C~   (/; y) for

exactly one y £ Y.

Proof.   Suppose first that / is continuous at xQ.   Then f Qfl (xQ))—* f(x A
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and, since   Y  is Hausdorff, finixQ)) cannot accumulate to any other point.

Now suppose  x    e L~   if; y) for exactly one  y e y.    Assume / is not

continuous at xQ.   Then there exists an open   V containing    y   such that

fill) <X (Y - V) /  0  for every   U e)l(x0).   Thus, fiJiixQ)) accumulates to some

y eY - V  so that y  e Cif; x J)   which implies  xQ e C~Xif; y).    But  xQ e

(~~   if', fix q)) also, and since y ■/, fix A,  we have a contradiction to our

hypothesis.   It follows that / is continuous at  x .

2.10. Theorem [4],   Let f: X —* y   be a connected function,   X  locally

connected and Y  compact Hausdorff.    Then f is continuous at x    € X if and

only if \y: xQ e C-   (/; y)\  is countable.

2.11. Theorem.   Let f: X —> Y  be surjective.   If C~   (/; y) is degene-

rate for every yeY,   then  X  is a    T .-space and    f is a bijection.

Proof.   Theorem 2.4 shows each point in  X is closed so that  X  is a

Tj-space.   If fix.) = fixA = y,  then  \x , x J C £~   if; y).   The hypothesis

now implies X, = x_   so that / is injective,

2.12. Theorem.   // /: X -. Y  is a bijection, then £~Xif; y)= Cif'1; y).

Proof.   Definition  2.1   and Theorem  2.2  of [4]  give   C      (/; y)  =

CMciirXiV)):V eTiiy)] = CirX; y).

2.13a Theorem. Let f: X —> Y be surjective and inverse connected

where X is compact Hausdorff and Y is locally connected. If C~ (/; y)

is countable for every  yeY,   then

(1) f is a bijection, and

(2) f~     is continuous.

Proof. By Theorem 2.8, C~ (/; y) is a nonempty continuum for every

y e y and the hypothesis that (?~ (/; y) is countable implies C~ (/; y) is

a singleton.   It now follows from Theorem 2.11 that / is a bijection.

By Theorem 2.12, C~ X(f; y) = £if~X; y) is degenerate for every yeY.

Since  X  is compact Hausdorff,  /"     is continuous by Theorem 2.3 of l4],

3.   Inverse cluster sets and the closed graph.

3.1. Theorem.   Let f: X —' Y  be any function and let yeY.    Then

ix, y) e X x y  is a cluster point    of Gif) that does not belong to  Gif) if and

only if x eC~Xif;y)-rXiy).

3.2. Theorem. For f: X —. Y, Gif) is closed if and only if £~Xif; y)

= /""   (y) for every yeY.

Proof.   Since (2~ H/; y) = f~ Hy) if and only if £~ Xif; y) - f~liy) = 0,

Theorem 3.1 gives the desired result.
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3.3. Theorem.   Let f: X — Y  be closed and X regular.   Then  (?~l(f;y)

= Cl(f~Hy)) for every y e Y.

Proof.   Since Cl(/~   (y)) C C~  (f; y) for every y £ Y, we need only show

the reverse inclusion.   Suppose there exists a point x £ X  such that  x e

^-~   (/; y) ~ Cl(/~   (y)).    The regularity of  X then assures the existence of

disjoint open sets U  and   V containing   x and  Cl(/~   (y)),  respectively.   Now

using the fact that / is closed, there exists an open   W containing y  such

that f'1(W)C V  [2, Theorem 11.2, p. 86].   Hence,  x i Cl(f~1(W)) which im-

plies x 4- C--   (/; y).   This contradiction gives  C~   (/; y) C Cl(/~   (y)) and

establishes the theorem.

The following Corollary shows how one of Fuller's results [3] may be

proved using inverse cluster sets.

3.4. Corollary [3, Corollary 3.9].   Let f: X —> Y  be closed and X regu-

lar.   If f~   iy) is closed for every y £Y,   then f has a closed graph.

Proof.   Theorems 3.3 and 3.2.

3.5. Theorem.   Let f: X —> Y  be closed and monotone where X  is

regular.    Then  C~   (/; y) is connected for every y £ Y.

Proof.   By Theorem 3.3,  C~l(f; y) = CKrHy)) for every yeY.   Thus,

C~   (/; y) is the closure of the connected set /~   (y),  hence connected.

We have seen that for a given function f: X —» Y, C~ (/; y) is closed

for every y £ Y. The following definition is used to determine a sufficient

condition for a union of such sets to remain closed.

3.6. Definition.   Let f: X —> Y and let A C Y.   Then £~l(f; A) =

\J{e-l(f;a):a £ A\.

3.7.   Theorem.   Let f:X—>Y.   If A CY  is compact, then C'Hf; A)

is closed.

Proof.   First observe that

e-1(/;A) = U^~1(/; a): a £ A\ C fllCK/- l(V)>. V open and A C Vj.

We now show the reverse inclusion.   Let x £ \\[Cl(f~   (V)): V  open and

A C V\ and assume that for all  a £ A  the filterbase f~   (Jl(a)) does not ac-

cumulate to x £ X.    Then for each  a £ A  there exists  a  V(a) ejl(a) and a

Ua £Tl(x) such that f~Hv(a))nUa = 0.   Now let  \V (a .); I < i < n\  be a

finite subcollection of \v(a): a £ A] which covers  A  and let\Ua(i): l<i<n\

be the corresponding neighborhoods of x.   It follows that

n.t/^y   I <i<n\D f~1(\J\V(a):    1 </<«}) =0

so that  x 4 f\\Cl(f~l (V)): V open and A C vi   But this contradicts our
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hypothesis.   We conclude  x e C~  if; A) and this implies  (?~   (/; A) =

C\\Clif-XiV)): V open and A C V\.

The following Corollary again shows how one of Fuller's results [3] may

be obtained using inverse cluster sets.

3.8. Corollary [3, Theorem 3.6],   Let f: X —> Y  be a given function with

closed graph.   If A C Y  is compact, then f~   (A) is closed.

Proof.   Theorem 3.2 along with Theorem 3.7 shows that

r1(A)=Uir1(fl):«eA|=Uie-1(/;«): a e A\ = e~xif; A).

3.9. Theorem.   Let f: X —> Y  be continuous from the H-closed space

X into the Hausdorff space   Y.   Then f maps regular-closed sets onto closed

sets.

Proofa   Let  M he a regular-closed subset of X.   It follows that  M is an

//-closed subspace of X.   Now consider any y eClifiM)).    Since  /"   (H(y))

is an open  filterbase with a trace on  M, f~   iJiiy)) accumulates to some x

e M  [l, Theorem 3.2] so that by Theorem 2.1(3),  x e £~Xif; y).   The fact

that / has a closed graph, along with Theorem 2.2, implies  x e C~   if; y)

- f~   (y) so that y e fiM).   We conclude fiM) is closed.

4. Connectivity functions and inverse cluster sets. For a given func-

tion /: X —> Y where both X and Y are first countable, the inverse cluster

set (E~ (/; y) is precisely the set Tif; y) as defined in D, Definition 3.2],

We now show how cluster sets may be used to generalize Theorem 3.6 of

[5] after recalling that a connected function /: X —> Y is one that preserves

connected sets and a connectivity function is one such that the induced

function g: X —» X x y,  defined by gix) = (x, fix)),  is connected.

4.1.   Theorem.   Let [: X —» Y  be a connected function where X  is com-

pact.   Then f is a connectivity function if for each connected M C X and

any x e M,   (E~ 1if; fix)) n CUM) = {x\.

Proof.   Let / be connected and assume the given condition.   Suppose

there exists a connected M C X such that giM) = H U K where H and  K are

separated and define  A = g~   (//) nM  and  B = g~   iK) n M.    Then for any  x

e A, there exist open sets   ll e Jl(x) and  V e3T(/(x)) such that  ill x V) n K

= 0.    Consequently, no point of  U O B  can map into  V  under /.    Since /(/Vl)

= /(t4)u /(fi) and neither /(A) nor fiB) can be empty, we proceed to show

/(A) and /(B) are separated, thereby obtaining a contradiction.   Suppose

/(x) eClifiB)) tor x e A.    Then /_1(ft(y)) OB  is a filterbase on the compact

set C1(M) and, hence, accumulates to some xQ e Cl(/Vl).    Therefore,  xQ   e

C~Xif, fix)),  and, since  fiU Ofl) nV = 0,  we have  Cl(/" Hv) O B) O U =0.

Consequently,  \x, xj C £~   if, fix)) <X CliM) which contradicts the given
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condition of the theorem.   We conclude f(x) 4 Cl(/(B)) for every x eA and,

likewise, f(x) 4 Cl(f(A)) tot every x e B.   This implies f(M) is not connected.   Since

/ is given as a connected function, it must follow that g is connected.

The following Lemma and Theorem give a more workable insight into

the condition stated in Theorem 4.1.

4.2. Lemma.   Let f: X —> Y be a given function and let A C X.   //

(E~   (f\A; y) denotes the inverse cluster set of f\A: A —> Y where A  has the

subspace topology, then  £~1(f\A; y) C £~   (f; y)n A  and the equality holds

provided A  is open.

Proof.   The proof consists of the following set relationships:

e~Af\A; y) -C\\ClA((f\A)- HV)>. V eJl(y)\

= DiClA(/-1(V)nA): VeMy)\

cC\\Cl(rl(V))nA: VeJl(y)\

= niCl(/-1(v)): Ven(y)\C)A

= P~l(f; y) n A.

Observe that if A is open, the subset relation in the proof is an equality.

4.3. Theorem.   Let f: X —> Y  be a given function and consider the

following conditions:

(1) For each connected set  MCX  and x £ M, (f~ l(f; f (x)) O Cl(Al) = [x\.

(2) For each component C of X, f\C: C —> f(C) is a bijection with a

closed graph.

Then (1) implies (2) and if X  is locally connected, (1) and (2) are equiv-

alent.

Proof. To show (1) implies (2), let C be a component of X. Then for

each x £ C, where y = f(x), we have by Lemma 4.2 and the fact that C is

closed,

<?rHf\Ci y) C e~l(f; y)n C= e.-'if; y) n C1(C) = \x\.

Thus, f\C is a bijection by Theorem 2.11.   Since d~   (f\C; y) = /"   (y),

Theorem 3.2 gives the graph of / closed.

Now assume (2) holds where  X  is locally connected,   M C X is con-

nected and  x £ M.   Let  C be the component of X  containing Cl(M) and

recall that components of locally connected spaces are open so that Lemma

4.2 holds.   Then we have

<2- % fix)) n Cl(.W) C €- Hf; fix)) nc = e~Af\C; f(x)) = \x\.
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